This paper extends the kinematic manipulability concept commonly used for serial manipulators to general constrained rigid multibody systems. Examples of such systems include multiple cooperating manipulators, multiple fingers holding a payload, multi-leg walking robots, and variable geometry trusses. Explicit formulas for velocity and force manipulability ellipsoids are derived and their duality explained. The concept of unstable grasp and manipulable grasp are also extended and illustrated with examples.
Introduction
This paper considers the kinematic manipulability of general constrained multibody systems. Such systems include a single articulated robot in contact with the environment, a multi-finger hand, multiple cooperative robots, and even a Stewart Platform. We first present a general kinematic model which considers all degrees of freedom and then imposes the constraints as algebraic conditions. Kinematic models of multi-finger grasping and a 6-DOF Stewart Platform me used as illustrative examples. Through the Principle of Virtual Force, we also derive the general static force balance model which Can be considered as a dual of the differential kinematics.
We then extend the familiar single arm manipulability ellipsoid concept first proposed in [ll] . Characterization for both velocity and force ellipsoids is presented. When applied to multiple cooperative arms employing a rigid grasp or to multiple finger grasping, this work is closest to the work by [9] -and is also closely related to the past work by [4, 21. We also extend the important concepts of grasp stability and manipulability. We obtain explicit characterization for both properties and present their physical interpretation. As illustrations, we include a planar Stewart Platform, a full 6-DOF Stewart Platform, and a planar two-finger grasping example from [4, 21. This paper is laid out in the following manner. We will first present the differential kinematic and static force model of a general constrained multiple-manipulator systems in Section 2. The velocity and force ellipsoids, and extension of gra..p stability and manipulability are presented in Section 3. Section 4 presents a number of examples. Terminology and Notation: We shall use the term "spatial force" at a given frame to mean the 6 x 1 vector of force 1 , and the term '(spatial velocity" at a given frame torque L J
. 
Differential Kinematics and Static Force Model
This section considers the differential kinematics and static force balance of general rigid multibody systems. Multiple-finger grasping and a Stewart Platform will be used as examples.
Differential Kinematics
We consider a general mechanism subject to kinematic constraints. The generalized coordinate (with the constraints removed) is denoted by 8 .ic(e)8 = 0.
(1)
Let the spatial velocity of the task frame be 
The mechanism is singular if JTJC loses rank; in other words, there are some directions in UT that cannot be attained (but which can be attained in other arm configurations).
Force Balance
Static force balance can be considered as a dual to the kinematics. However, there is also the additional complication of static load such as gravity on each link and position feedback on the joint torque. We assume that these loads have already been excluded from the joint torque, or more specifically, we consider the joint torque r to be the portion that balances with the load torque fr (the force that the arm exerts at frame T ) . In the serial arm case, the force balance is simply T = J T ( s ) ) r , where T is the joint torque.
This follows from the Principle of Virtual Work: -x-5/98 $10.00 0 1 Since this holds true for any ti, the stated force relationship follows.
In the constrained mechanism case, we can apply the 
where VT is the "internal force'" (in the multiple-arm context, the squeeze force). The above can be viewed from another perspective. Instead of the constraint (I), we replace it with a "virtual velocity" (in the same spirit as in [lo] in the multiple-arm rigid grasp context):
(6)
Applying the Principle of Virtual Work again, we obtain where fc is the force that enfoaces the constraint (1). Since the explicit constraint is removed, we have This shows that the internal force q~ in ( 5 ) is actually the force that enforces the constraint (1).
As an aside, it should be noted that in mechanism design, it is important to know the internal loading, f c , for a given amount of actuator torque, T . and task loading, f~. This can be done unambiguously if N ( J z ) = (0) (where N(.) denotes the null space). Equivalently, this means that the total number of unconstrained degrees of freedom (dimension of 19) is at least as many as the number of independent constraints. Otherwise, one has an underdetermined problem for the constraint force. This problem has been noted in the walking robot literature [6, 51. (resp., ellipsoid) is feasible. It is reasonable to define the constrained ellipsoid as the set of spatial task velocities generated by a unit ball in the active joint velocity space: 
/ N ( J T J~) .
This case covers the remaining scenario: even if all the active joints are locked, there can still be task motion involving the passive joints. An unstable multi-finger grasp is a m example of this case.
-
In the first two cases, the manipulability ellipsoid is still well defined. In the last case, the mechanism is in a sense unstable, and the manipulability ellipsoid would be infinite. Note that there is no counterpart to this case in the serial arm case. Even in the multi-finger literature, unstable grasp is rarely addressed -they are usually eliminated by assumption. We now address the above three cases in greater details.
Case 1. N(.Jca) = (0). The ellipsoid can be rewritten as (11) As in the unconstrained arm case, the singular values and left singular vectors of the reduced Jacobian JT& p: X, ) correspond to the length and direction of the principal axes of the multiple arm ellipsoid. It is also straightforward to include weighted norms in the joint andlor task spaces in the above definition.
-+ 0 and UT # 0, implying that the ellipsoid would be infinite in these directions. Such configurations are in a sense unstable (see the force ellipsoid section below for further discussion) and should be avoided. If such a situation is encountered, it may be tempting to consider the ellipsoid resulting from the motion of the active joints only. This ellipsoid is not meaningful since, for the same active joint velocity, there may be multiple possible task velocities, depending on the motion of the passive joints.
Manipulability ellipsoids also provide a geometric visualization for singular configurations. Suppose that the ellipsoid is not always degenerate (where the lengths of one or more axes become zero, implying that the ellipsoid has zero volume). Then the configurations at which the ellipsoid does become degenerate are the singular configurations. They can be found by solving for the zeros of the singular values of the Jacobian matrices discussed above.
Force Ellipsoid
The force ellipsoid can be intuitively defined as the set of task forces that can be applied by the Mechanism with active torques (or forces) constrained on the surface of a weighted ball. Recalling the constraint force balance equation (4), we obtain the dual of (10)
As in the single ann case, we assume that N(?z!$) = { 0 } except at singular configurations (i.e., the velocity manipulability ellipsoid is not always degenerate In this case, J E is no longer onto. We can recover the case above by projecting both sides of the force balance onto the range of zz. Let 
The above equations means that any spatial force at the task frame would only affect the active joints and not the passive joints. Therefore, we only need to keep the top equation and obtain the dual of This means that spatial force at the task frame not only will affect the active joints but will load the passive joints as well. Since the passive joints cannot resist such load, uncontrolled motion will result. The task frame forces that will load the passive joints are those in the range of J c J T K~. ' To avoid uncontrolled motion, there can be no externad load in this subspace. This condition (the bottom hatlf of (16)) means that the force ellipsoid is a slice of the ellipsoid from the top half of (16). Jn other words, the ellipsoid is degenerate (or zero volume). 
Configuration Stability and Manipulability
For multi-finger systems, there are two important con cepts: grasp stability and grasp manipulability. A grasp is stable if any external force applied at the task frame can be resisted by suitably chosen joint torques. Equivalently, a grasp is also stable if there is no task motion independent from the joint motion. A classic example of an unstable grasp is two fingers holding a, payload with frictional point contacts. The object can then spin about the line linking the contact points. A grasp is manipulable if any task velocity can be achieved with suitably chosen joint velocity.
These concepts can be generalized to general constrained mechanisms. We will say that the mechanism is in a stable configuration if any external force applied at the task frame can be resisted by suitably chosen active joint force/torque, or equivalently, if there is no task motion independent from the active joint motion. Unlder this definition, it is clear that assumptions (12) or (15) is the condition for a stable configuration.
We can similarly define that a mechanism is manipulable if any task velocity can be achieved with suitably chosen active joint velocity. This simply means that the manipw lability ellipsoid defined in the previous section is not degenerate (i.e., none of the principal axes has zero length). We have already made the assumption that the mechanism under consideration is manipulable except at singular configurations.
It is interesting to observe the dual relationship between unstable configurations and singular configurations. A t a singular configuration, the velocity ellipsoid is degenerate (mechanism cannot move in certain directions) and the force ellipsoid is infinite (mechanism can resist infinite force in the same directions). At an unstable configuration, the force ellipsoid is degenerate (mechansm cannot resist force in certain directions) and the velocity ellipsoid is infinite (mechanism can have any velocity using only passive joints). In a near singular configuration, large joint motion may be required to achieve small task motion. Similarly, in a near unstable configuration, large joint torques may be required to counteract small external force applied at the task frame.
Internal Force and Virtual Velocity
In (6), we introduced the concept of virtual velocity as the dual of the internal force. Similar to [3], we can also define a, virtual velocity ellipsoid (resp. internal force ellipsoid) as the image of a unit ball of active joint velocity (resp. active joint torque) subject to the constraint that the spatial task velocity (resp. spatial taslk force) is zero:
Mathematically, these ellipsoids are exactly the same as the velocity and force ellipsoids discussed before except that the subscripts T and C are exchanged. Therefore, all the preceding discussion on their computation remains valid. The concept of unstable configuration now translates to a degenerate internal force ellipsoid and infinite virtual velocity ellipsoid.
In a general mechanism, internal force may determine if a constraint can be enforced. For example, in a multi-finger grasp with frictional contacts, each contact force needs to be in the friction cone to ensure that the contact can be sustained. The internal force ellipsoid provides information on the ability that the active joints may impart on the internal force. Virtual velocity provides an appealing dual to the internal force, but it is not as practically significant.
Illustrative Examples

Simple Two-Arm Example
We &st consider a planar two-finger grasping example. First consider the Jacobian for each arm mapping the joint angles to the tip traioslational velocity.
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where e, is the length of the j t h link of the ith arm, sij is the sine of the j t h angle of the ith arm, s i j k is the sine of the sum of the j t h and kth angles of the ith arm. The task velocity (defined as the translational velocity of a specific point on the held bar) is related to the tip velocity as:
where si = sin((Bi), ci = cos((Bi), and f' ?i denotes the angle at the ith contact. The ovlerall kinematics is of the following form:
For the constraint, the orientation needs to be included. The corresponding kinematics are: To prevent pivoting at the contact, we simply remove HTW in (19) and H(C) W in (20). In this case, the ellipsoid is degenerate and the task frame can only translate in the 1: direction. The degenerate ellipsoid (a horizontal line segment) is shown in Figure 2. 
'
, . In [2] , this example was used to demonstrate the superiority of the ellipsoid characterization as compared to those in [7, 31. However, the key difference in terms of the nature of the grasp was not noted.
Planar Stewart Platform Example
We use a planar Stewart Platform to illustrate our approach applied to a mechanism that is not a single closed chain. Figure 3 shows various different planar Stewart Platforms each with 3 active prismatic joints and 6 passive rotational joints. We consider the task velocity as the linear velocity of the center of the platform.
Using the results presented earlier, ellipsoids for different configurations can be readily generated (as shown in Figure 3) . All of these cases correspond to stable, nonsingular configurations. For the case shown, the mechanism can have a pure horizontal motion involving only the passive joints (81 = 82 = -83 = 1). From a force perspective, the unstable configuration means that the mechanism cannot resist 5 direction force applied at the task frame.
When the mechanism is near an unstable configuration, it may not be unstable mathematically, but the ellipsoid will be badly conditioned. As shown in Figure 5 , the motion in the x direction is much larger than in the y direction. When the mechanism moves in to the unstable configuration, the ellipsoid becomes infinite in the z direction. From the force perspective, this suggests that a nearly unstable configuration is also highly undesirable as large forces from the active joints are needed to counteract disturbance force at the task frame. We have constructed a physical 3DOF Stewart Platform, and have indeed verified that unstable and nearly unstable configurations can have large internal motion with all the active joints locked. When the ellipsoid is well conditioned, such internal motion is no longer possible. We have also considered a 6-DOF Stewart Platform. Due to the space limitation, we only include the velocity manipulability ellipsoids of the Stewart Platform in three different configurations are shown in Figure 6 (the force ellipsoids have the same principal axes but reciprocal length). In the first case, the platfoirm is horizontal. In the second case, the task frame is rotated 45" about the axis [ 0.71 0 ] . In the third case, the task frame is rotated 22.5" about the vertical axis [ 0 In each case, three ellipses lying in the plane generated by two of the principal axes are shown. In the fist case, the ellipse is well conditioned with the lengths of principal axes: {1.78,1.43,0.81}. In the second case. the ellipsoid becomes less well conditioned, the lengths of the principal axes are {2.31,1.62,0.29}. The motion parallel to the platform is more difficult than other directions. In the third case, the lengths of the principal axes are {5.62,1.69,1.49). include simple closed kinematic chain as two arms jointly holding a payload, multiple kinematic chains as in multifinger grasping, and more complex structures as multiple Stewart Platforms. We have extended the concept of stable grasp and manipulable grasp in the multi-finger grasp literature to general mechanisms and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for their verifications. In general, unstable (or nearly unstable) configurations need to carefully considered in the kinematic analysis, otherwise there may be uncontrolled motion or large joint loading. Future work will include optimal kinematic synthesis based on the manipulability elllipsoids and consideration of dynamics and control.
